When A is in the Banach algebra &{&?) of all bounded linear operators on a Hubert space ^ the derivation generated by A is the bounded operator Δ A on &(3έf) defined by Δ A {X) = AX -XA. It is shown that the range of a derivation generated by a Hubert-Schmidt or a diagonal operator contains no nonzero one-sided ideals of &(<%?). Also, for a two-sided ideal ^ of &{J%f), necessary and sufficient condition on an operator A are given in order that the range of Δ A equals the range of Δ A restricted to ^.
l
In the following £ίf will denote an infinite dimensional complex Hubert space.
For a fixed Ae.^(^), we will concern ourselves with the following problems:
(
a) For what Be^{^f) is B&{Δ A )a &{Δ A ) or A ). (b) For what Be &{3ί?) is B ^(Jg^)c &{Δ A ) or (c) For what Be^(^T) is &(A B )a It is easy to verify that for A, X, Ye (i) Δ A = Δ A+X for all λ G â nd (ii) Δ A (XY) = XΔ A { Y) + Δ A (X) Y.
The identity (ii) yields some simple facts about the range of a derivation which show the interrelation of the above problems. (For a proof see [8] For the sake of completeness we include a somewhat simpler proof of a theorem of Stampfli [6] . In the proof, o x (A) denotes the left essential spectrum of A and is defined to be the set of those λ for which the coset of the Calkin algebra <^(3ίf) 
Let AeS< Then &(Δ
A y 0 ({A*}' Π THEOREM 3. If Ae S^,
then &(Δ A ) does not contain any nonzero left-or right-ideals.
In the proof of Theorem 3 we will make use of the following result.
Therefore, ((X/)(g)(X/))^( ί^r )c -Σ(/ Θ fW(<%?) c ^(Λ) and by Lemma 3, X/e ker(A). Hence / = AX/ = 0. The remainder follows by taking adjoints. Proof. This follows from Lemma 1 and the theorem.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2 and the theorem.
3* We now turn our attention to diagonal operators. When expressing a diagonal operator as the sum A -Σ ocj? n , unless otherwise stated we shall assume that P n is the rank one projection onto the subspace spanned by e nJ where {e n } is an orthonormal basis. (However, we do not require that the a n 's be distinct.) Each operator X has a matrix {x i3 ) with respect to this fixed basis.
The principle result of this section is that the range of a derivation generated by a diagonal operator contains no nonzero left-or right-ideals. The theorem is slightly more general. Proof. Let P = A A (X) where P is positive. If P n is the orthogonal projection onto ^£ n , then P n P | ^C = A n X n -X n A n where A n = A I ^C and X n is the compression of X to ^/f n . Since ^^ is finite dimensional, then tr (P n P | ^*C) = 0. Hence P n P \ ^€ n being a positive operator with zero trace, must be 0. Therefore, P n PP n = 0 (on £(?). Hence P l 'lP. = 0 and P 1 ' 2 = 0. 
COROLLARY 1. If A satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem and if either B&(A A ) or &{A^B is contained in &(

Proof. This follows from Corollary 2 and the fact that [A A {X)] i3 = (a t -a 3 )x i3 if X = (x i3 ).
THEOREM 5. Let ie^(^T) be diagonal. If for c &{A A ), then B -f(A) for some function f which is Lipschitz on the spectrum of A.
Proof. Let A = Σ«Λ If ^(Λ)c^(Λ), then by Corollary 2, B = Σ &P 4 for some sequence of scalars {/2J and for any X = (a? <y ) € &(<%f), there exists a Y= (y^) e &{&?) such that y iά = ((& -βj)/(tti -oί-ά))^i3 whenever α { Φ a ά . It follows that ((β t -&•)/(#< -α y ))
is bounded by some positive number M. Define / such that f(a { ) -β im Then / is a Lipschitz function defined on a dense subset of σ(A) onto a dense subset of σ{B). Therefore, we can extend / to be Lipschitz on σ (A) onto σ(B) .
It was shown in [7] 
for all n. Hence Γg^(^T) and ^(J B ) ζz! Other derivations whose ranges do not contain any nonzero onesided ideals are those generated by unitary and self-adjoint operators. (See [9] .)
It was shown in [7] that the range of a derivation generated by a nonunitary isometry does contain nonzero left-ideals. Other operators which possess this property are some of the weighted shifts. . Then by Theorem 6, A -λe ^ for some λe^. Since ^ is contained in the ideal of compact operators, we can assume that A is compact. Let A = A x @ A 2 on ^ 0 ^/έ L where A 1 is an infinite dimensional diagonal operator with distinct eigenvalues and let P be the orthogonal projection onto ^C Hence, if Je {A} r , then PXP is diagonal. However, if we let U be the unilateral shift on ^ then {Ay + ^ = .^(Z^) implies that U = D + K for some diagonal operator D and some compact operator K. This is clearly a contradiction (let {e n } be an orthonormal basis for y£ by which U is the shift, then ((D -U)e n , e n+1 ) = 1 for all n).
